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Fig. . The Kirtland Temple, ca. , Habs Collection. In April , just over a
year after his conversion to the Church, Artemus Millet arrived in Kirtland to help
with the building of the Kirtland Temple. In November , he and Lorenzo
Young began working on the exterior of the temple. Artemus’s call to work on the
Kirtland Temple is recorded in varying accounts written many years after the event
occurred. Many of these accounts contain discrepancies. Some say that Artemus
had full charge of all the cementing and plastering for the temple’s interior and
exterior, while others say that he supervised only the exterior. Despite such discrepancies, the accounts show that Artemus played an important role in constructing the Kirtland Temple.

The Conversion of Artemus Millet and
His Call to Kirtland
Keith A. Erekson and Lloyd D. Newell

frequently told story in Church history concerns the call of Artemus
Millet to work on the Kirtland Temple.₁ With variations here and
there, historians have related the story as follows: Joseph Smith, in the company of other brethren, is walking where the Kirtland Temple will be built.
He wonders aloud who could superintend its construction, and Joseph
Young (or Brigham Young or Lorenzo Young) recommends an acquaintance named Artemus Millet, who lives in Canada. The Prophet then sends
Brigham Young to Canada to baptize Millet and bring him to Kirtland with
one thousand dollars. Historians then relate that Brigham Young fulﬁlled
his mission with exactness, baptizing Millet in January  (or ). Millet sells the family farm, takes his family to Kirtland, and labors on the
temple from the laying of the cornerstone to the project’s completion, having full charge of the work. The differing details within the story depend
upon the source cited by the historian—Millet’s diary, autobiography,
biography, or family records and histories.₂

A

Our purpose in this article is to examine the existing sources on Millet’s conversion and his call to Kirtland in order to identify the elements of
the story that can be historically corroborated and to demonstrate that
Artemus Millet’s greatest legacies of faith are his conversion and his lifelong commitment to establishing Zion. While it is well established that
Millet, a skilled mason, contributed signiﬁcantly to the building of the
Kirtland Temple (ﬁg. ), his life story has not been as thoroughly documented.₃ We focus our analysis on the period between the April  baptisms of Brigham and Joseph Young through the conversion of Artemus
Millet, his call to work on the temple, and his April  arrival in Kirtland.
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We will ﬁrst examine the accounts Millet made of his own life and then
compare them with the contributions that Millet’s son Joseph Millet Sr.
made to the accounts. We next explore the complicated process of copying
sources, noting the loss of original sources and the diﬀerences among surviving copies. Finally, we will juxtapose the accounts and the copies with
known Church history events between April  and April . Following
our analysis is an appendix with an annotated examination of the longneglected holograph of Artemus Millet’s own reminiscence (pages –).
While there are discrepancies between surviving acocunts, Millet’s ﬁrsthand account provides the clearest timeline of his conversion and call to
Kirtland.
Artemus Millet’s Own Words
Any discussion of the life of Artemus Millet must begin with his own
accounts. Millet apparently kept a diary or journal during his life, but,
shortly after his death, his papers were accidentally burned by a woman
who was attempting to help clean up the house.₄ Many of his personal
genealogical records had already been lost during an earlier period of his
life, between October  and May , when he was without a wife or a
permanent place of residence.₅
Explanation of Artemus Millet’s Accounts. What has survived are two
reminiscent accounts. The ﬁrst account, which we will call the  Reminiscence, is quite detailed (, words) and was recorded sometime after
, when Artemus was approximately sixty-ﬁve years old.₆ The second
account, dictated for a “High Priest’s Record Book” in , is relatively
short ( words) and focuses primarily on genealogical events—Artemus’s
birth, marriages, baptism, mission, and moves. Written when Artemus was
eighty-two years old, this account is frequently called “Genealogy of Artemus Millet,” but we will refer to it as the  Genealogy.₇
There are three discrepancies between the two accounts, two regarding
the years in which his ﬁrst two wives died and one regarding the month in
which he married his second wife. But confusion arises because there are
several copies of both accounts catalogued together under two diﬀerent
titles in the archives of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in
Salt Lake City and under a single title in the L. Tom Perry Special Collections at Brigham Young University in Provo, Utah. One Church Archives
copy is catalogued as “Reminiscences,” and the other as “Autobiographical
Sketches,” though both have the same content. Furthermore, some copies
of the  Genealogy also bear the title “Record and Journal of Artemus
Millet, Sen.” Despite such confusion, it is upon the basis of these sources
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that the life of Artemus Millet, as he recalled it, can be examined.
Artemus Millet’s Life. Artemus Millet was born on September , ,
in Westmoreland, Cheshire County, New Hampshire, to Ebenezer and
Catherine Dryden Millet. He lived in several towns in Vermont and New
York state. In  he settled in Earnestown,₈ Upper Canada (located twelve
miles west of Kingston on the St. Lawrence River) with his wife, Ruth
Grannis, and their family. Artemus worked for the Canadian government
as a mason, a trade he had learned at age nineteen. A few years later, Ruth
became ill with consumption, and she died in . In January or February
, Millet married Susanna Peters.₉
Millet’s early life was characterized by masonry and mishap. While
very young, he cut his foot with an ax. At age twelve he fell from a horse and
broke his arm. He contracted a fever the next year and later fell from a barn
and broke his side, both times fearing he would die. In , a stone fell on
Millet’s head, fracturing his skull and laying him up for two months. Sometime between  and , Millet was “sick the most [part] of two
years.”₁₀ In , a large stone fell on his leg, and he again feared for his life.
Millet linked his continual masonry mishaps with his ﬁrst evidence of
the truthfulness of the latter-day work. He recalled that in , he “took
cold which settled in my breast, and I did not get over it until the next
August, when I received a witness of the latter day work in a manifestation
of the healing power.”₁₁ In January , Millet was baptized by Brigham
Young. Millet recalled that “in the Summer [of ,] Br[other] Hyrum
Smith wrote to me that it was the will of the Lord that I should go and work
on the Temple in Kirtland.”₁₂ Millet went to Kirtland as soon as he was
able, but when he arrived in October, the work had been suspended.
Returning to Canada, Artemus collected his debts, sold his property on
credit, and brought his family to Kirtland, arriving in April .
In Kirtland, Millet once again suffered masonry-related mishaps, but
now as a member of the Church he relied on divine protection. In , he
appeared before a council meeting because he desired to return to Canada
and hoped to do so in safety. When the council assured him that he would
travel safely, Artemus set out by wagon for Canada. He crossed Lake
Ontario by ship, and arrived in Kingston “at  oclock at night, rainy, dark
and cloudy weather.” The inclement weather conditions made the disembarking diﬃcult; Artemus lost his footing and fell into the twenty-foot
deep icy cold water. Artemus later related that “numbers had fallen in,” but
the shoreline personnel “had never known of any one being taken out
alive.” Artemus recognized the hand of the Lord in this experience, for he
recorded that “in falling I claimed the promise of the Saints.”₁₃
After completing his business in Canada, Millet returned to Kirtland
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where he and Lorenzo D. Young contracted to do the exterior work on the
temple for one thousand dollars. The pair began work on November ,
, though Millet’s injured leg continued to bother him.₁₄ While working
Millet came down with cholera; the administration of Joseph Smith Sr. and
his brother John did not have “the desired eﬀect.” Millet recalled:
I suﬀered such excruciating pain that my groaning was heard at Joseph
Smith, Junr’s, a distance of  yards. I was afterwards told that when in
agony I called out let Joseph Smith, Jun., come and lay hands on me and
I shall be healed and I know it not knowing what I said. He pressed his
way through the crowd (for the house was ﬁlled with people) and came
forward and laying his hands on my head asked God the Father in the
name of Jesus Christ to heal me; the vomiting and purging ceased and I
began to mend from that very moment.₁₅

After the temple was completed, Millet went on a mission with Oliver
Granger.₁₆ Financial diﬃculties in  forced Millet back to Canada, but
he failed to collect the debts owed him there. For the next few years, he
worked on various masonry projects in Canada and Ohio before rejoining
the Saints in Nauvoo in . Millet worked on the Nauvoo Temple, but was
“sick a considerable part of the time.”₁₇ He was again sick during summer
, and he eventually arrived in Salt Lake City in . Brigham Young
sent Millet to Manti. Millet continued to apply his masonry skills toward
the establishment of various settlements throughout the southern part of
the territory.
As Artemus Millet recalled the events, the process of his conversion
and his call to Kirtland spanned nearly twenty months, beginning with a
priesthood healing in August  and continuing through his January 
baptism, a call to labor on the temple the following summer, and his eventual establishment in Kirtland in April . Along the way, Millet experienced a barrage of physical diﬃculties, in spite of which he accepted the
gospel and fulﬁlled his Church assignments. Looking back on his life, Millet saw an overarching theme of continual preservation. Millet’s humility is
evident. He never mentions any extraordinary eﬀorts on the part of
Church leaders to extend him special assignments, only that he did his best
to fulﬁll them.
Joseph Millet’s Version of Artemus’s Conversion and Call
In addition to Artemus Millet’s ﬁrsthand accounts of his conversion
and his call to work on the Kirtland Temple, several others exist among the
writings of his posterity. The earliest account comes from the papers of
Artemus’s son Joseph, who wrote after :
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The Prophet Joseph Smith[,] Joseph Young[,] and Brigham Young, were
Standing upon the ground Where The Kirtland Temple was to be built.
The Prophet said, who can we get to Superintend this work[?]
Joseph Young said I know a man that would be just the one and he
is rich too. Who is he? [Asked the Prophet.] That is Brother Artemus Millet but he does not belong to the Church. The Prophet turned to Brother
Brigham and said do you know this brother Artemus Millet? he said yes
Sir. The Prophet said I give you a mission to go and baptise him and
bring him here and tell him to bring a Thousand dollars with him.
They all  belonged to the Methodist Church before the Youngs
joined the Church. That was why he called him brother[.] My Father was
working on [a] big contract at the time in Canada.
The foregoing is true. I got it from brother President Brigham
Young While I lived with him. I also got it from President Joseph Young,
you know the part my Father took on the Kirtland Temple. I think if
President Brigham Young had dictated his history it would have been
mentioned. Artemus gave more than a thousand <dollars>.₁₈

Unfortunately, this statement is undated, and there is no surviving
copy in Joseph’s hand.₁₉ It contains details not found in extant accounts by
Artemus Millet, such as a consultation on temple grounds, a charge to baptize Millet, and a request for ﬁnancial assistance. In order to understand why
Joseph Millet would relate this information, it is necessary to examine his life
and his interest in verifying his father’s role in building the Kirtland Temple.
Joseph Millet’s Life. Joseph Millet was born to Artemus and Susanna
Millet late in December  in Earnestown, Upper Canada, one month
before Artemus was baptized.₂₀ When Joseph was only fourteen, his life
was threatened because he was a Mormon, and later his half brother Nelson who was not a member of the Church, oﬀered him a wife and  acres
if he would give up his missionary labors. On both occasions, Joseph
remained devoted to his faith.
Joseph served a mission to Nova Scotia from  to , where he married Sarah Elizabeth Glines.₂₁ After his mission, Joseph and his wife settled
in Manti, near Artemus. Joseph accepted a call from Brigham Young to settle
in Dixie, and father and son moved their families there in . He lived his
life committed to the gospel. Always seeking to serve others, Joseph was
often an answer to the prayers of those he assisted.₂₂ When Joseph’s wife
died in , he moved in with his daughter Mary J. Millet Cox and her
family. Joseph died on October , . After his death, his son, Joseph Jr.,
paid this tribute to his father: “He lived a faithful life, was kind and benevolent to all, full of charity and sympathy, ever seeking who he might do good
to the Poor & Fatherless, and to those in need.”₂₃
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Throughout his life, Joseph Millet was deeply interested in maintaining family ties and preserving his family history.₂₄ He lived either with or
near his father for all but fourteen years of his life, being separated from
him only from  to .₂₅ Joseph recalled that before he departed on his
mission, “My Father [Artemus Millet] Blessed me and said that I would live
to do his work for the dead in the Temple.”₂₆ On April , , three of Artemus’s sons, including Joseph, went to the temple and were sealed to Artemus
by Wilford Woodruﬀ.₂₇
Besides performing temple work for his father, Joseph devoted signiﬁcant time and eﬀort verifying the events of his father’s conversion and his
work on the Kirtland Temple. In the undated statement copied from
Joseph’s papers, he indicated that he got his version of Artemus’s conversion and call “from brother President Brigham Young While I lived with
him” in Salt Lake City.₂₈ According to Joseph’s diary, he “lived in President
Youngs house near where the Temple is now” from  to .₂₉ Joseph
had close contact with President Young on other occasions as well. He traveled with him in May , stopped in for a visit during summer , and
traded with him in July .₃₀ Joseph’s call to settle in Dixie came from
President Young in January , at Artemus’s request.₃₁ Thus, Joseph Millet had several opportunities to hear Brigham Young’s version of Artemus’s
conversion to the Church and call to Kirtland.
In , the Sunday School, under the direction of George Q. Cannon
of the First Presidency, published Lorenzo Young’s account of Artemus
Millet’s call to Kirtland. Nearly ﬁfty years had elapsed since the events at
Kirtland, and Lorenzo recalled that after the temple had been enclosed in
summer , a meeting was held “to consult about its completion.” At
this meeting
the Prophet desired that a hard ﬁnish be put on its outside walls. None
of the masons who had worked on the building knew how to do it. Looking around on those present his eyes rested on Lorenzo and he said,
“Brother Lorenzo, I want you to take hold and put this hard ﬁnish on the
walls. Will you do it?” “Yes,” [Lorenzo] replied, “I will try.”₃₂

Lorenzo relates that the following day he went to Cleveland, where he met
a “young man” who was looking for work. He hired him on the spot and
took him to Kirtland, and they worked together on the temple.₃₃ While the
 published account does not mention this “young man” by name,
Lorenzo later identiﬁed him as Artemus Millet.₃₄
Unfortunately, Lorenzo Young’s account of Artemus’s call to work on
the Kirtland Temple includes several discrepancies to known facts. Lorenzo
recalled that he hired a “young man” to help him carry out the Prophet’s
charge, but in  forty-ﬁve-year-old Artemus was seventeen years older
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than twenty-eight-year-old Lorenzo. And while Lorenzo correctly remembered taking the contract in November  with Artemus to ﬁnish the
exterior of the building, he apparently forgot that both he and Artemus had
been praised and blessed for their work on the temple the previous
March.₃₅ Lorenzo’s account was taken down nearly ﬁfty years after the
events in question, and this distance appears to have conﬂated the timing
of events in his mind.
Correcting the Lorenzo Young Account. Lorenzo Young’s account of
Artemus Millet’s call to Kirtland likely caught the attention of Joseph Millet. If so, like any faithful descendant, Joseph would have wanted to correct
this account. Because the principal characters in the story—Artemus Millet, Brigham Young, and Joseph Young—had all passed away and because
published histories of the Church were not easily accessible, Joseph sought
out secondary substantiation.₃₆ In possible response to Lorenzo’s story, he
sought for aﬃdavits that would show that his father had been in Kirtland
before November .
Benjamin F. Johnson and Edson Barney certiﬁed to Joseph in June
 that they “were personally acquainted with the construction of the
Kirtland Temple from the laying of the corner stones to its completion.”
According to them, “Artimus Millet did have the full superintendency
and charge of all of the plastering and sementing [sic] of the Building
both outside and inside.” Their statement was endorsed by John H. Ballard.₃₇ The next month, Lisander Gee aﬃrmed that Artemus “had the
entire Charge of the Plastering of the outside of the Building making
marter [sic] and all. While Jacob Bump had charge of inside. They were
two distinct and seperate Jobs.”₃₈
These four recollections, like that of Lorenzo Young, were made nearly
ﬁfty years after the events occurred, but they were most likely signiﬁcant to
Joseph Millet for reasons other than timing.₃₉ At ﬁrst glance, they do not
seem to verify the details of Artemus’s conversion and call, but they aﬃrm
that Artemus played an important role in the construction of the Kirtland
Temple. If, as the aﬃdavits state, Artemus had “full superintendency”₄₀ of
the building project, Joseph Smith must have had a great deal of faith in his
skill as a mason, and it makes sense that the Prophet would take great pains
to call him to the work. After all, the Prophet would not send Brigham
Young to baptize a day laborer.
In any case, the central theme of Lorenzo Young’s story—the Prophet
seeking for a mason while on the temple grounds and asking who could do
the job—is similar to the account eventually attributed to Joseph Millet by
his children. With every good intention, perhaps Joseph Millet modiﬁed
Lorenzo Young’s story to conform to what he knew of his father’s account,
taking the best from both.
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Having lived close to his father for most of his life, Joseph was particularly qualiﬁed to provide additional insight into events of his father’s life
and character. Clearly, he added details not found in the ﬁrsthand accounts
of Artemus’s experiences. Although not an eyewitness to the events in
question (he was less than a month old when Artemus was baptized, and
the temple was dedicated shortly after Joseph’s third birthday), it is likely
Artemus and Joseph, father and son, spent considerable time conversing
about family events, and perhaps Artemus’s conversion and call to Kirtland.
For these reasons, Joseph’s account may well be accurate. First generation
relatives, like Joseph Millet, had the advantage of personal interactions,
whereas historians are at the mercy of documents.
Interestingly, in the extant historical accounts, Joseph never says that
he got his information from his father, though it is likely that Artemus
shared his experience with his children many times. Why did Joseph not
cite his father instead of citing Brigham and Joseph Young? Did Joseph’s
interest in the story arise only after Lorenzo Young published his account
or was the story so well known that Joseph felt no need to document it
until after his father was gone? These unanswered questions make it
diﬃcult to reconcile the statement copied from Joseph’s papers with Artemus’s  reminiscence. What is certain, however, is that, a half century
after Artemus’s conversion and his call to Kirtland, his son supplied additional information to the story—information that is not found in existing
accounts made by Artemus himself.
Copies and Condensed Versions of Artemus Millet’s Story
After Joseph Millet’s death, the stories of Artemus’s conversion and his
call to Kirtland continued to be told. Over the next ﬁfty years, however, the
primary sources by Artemus, Joseph Millet, and Lorenzo Young were condensed and combined into copies that included more information but
compressed the timeline of events into an increasingly shorter period of
time. And, while the copies were maintained, the originals were lost in
almost every case.
Mary Millet Cox’s Copies and Transcriptions. Nearly twenty-ﬁve
years after Joseph Millet’s death, his daughter Mary J. Millet Cox made at
least ﬁve copies of Artemus’s  Reminiscence.₄₁ As is common in family
history records, Mary corrected punctuation, omitted sentences, miswrote
dates, and added information that she thought could clarify Artemus’s
words.₄₂ But by July , , she no longer knew where the original 
Reminiscence was.₄₃ The original  Reminiscence ended up in the
Church Archives, but, of all the possible sources for this story, it is the only
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original holograph to survive.₄₄ In addition, Mary made at least four copies
of Artemus’s  Genealogy and three copies of Joseph Millet Sr.’s statement about Aretmus’s conversion and call.
Joseph Millet Jr. and the  Geneology. Mary was not the only one
of Joseph’s children who preserved the family history. Beginning in ,
her brother, Joseph Millet Jr., began to copy Artemus’s  Genealogy.₄₅
Yet, in so doing, he loosely united statements from Artemus’s  Genealogy, the aﬃdavits collected by his father, and other unidentiﬁed sources.
Joseph Jr.’s earliest copy of Artemus’s  Genealogy is marked by various
corrections as well as a tendency to switch between ﬁrst and third person
references to Artemus. In this copy, Joseph Jr. reports that Artemus was
baptized in  and that Brigham Young announced a mission for him on
that occasion.₄₆ On a later, more polished copy, Joseph Jr. states that Artemus’s baptism occurred in , and this time he added details about a consultation in Kirtland and a charge for Brigham Young to baptize Artemus.
Joseph Jr. wrote that Artemus went directly to Kirtland, where he met the
Prophet and immediately began work on the temple, supervising the work
from the laying of the cornerstones to the completion of the project.₄₇
In addition to the apparent blending of sources and the errors of transcription, Joseph Jr.’s “copy” of Artemus’s own words displays various
internal inconsistencies as well as several contradictions between his version and Artemus’s own account. The voice still switches from ﬁrst to third
person. At one point, Brigham Young announces the “mission” for Artemus before Artemus is baptized, while in the next paragraph Brigham
waits until after Millet’s baptism to extend the call. Joseph Jr. also expands
the narrative of Artemus’s conversion, adding that “Previous to this, Artemus new nothing of this Church.” Unfortunately, this idea directly contradicts Artemus’s testimony that he received a witness of the truthfulness of
the gospel by way of a healing at least four months before his baptism.₄₈
But perhaps the most interesting error lies in the fact that somewhere
along the line Lorenzo Young got into Joseph Millet Jr.’s copy as the person
on the temple grounds who recommended Artemus Millet to the
Prophet.₄₉ As mentioned earlier, Lorenzo Young had remembered Artemus
as an unemployed youth anxious for work, yet in Joseph Millet Jr.’s second
copy Lorenzo had become the initiator of the Prophet’s charge to Brigham
Young to seek Millet out. Although Lorenzo had been baptized in , he
did not arrive in Kirtland until April , the same time that Artemus
arrived with his family.₅₀
The errors that arose in Joseph Millet Jr.’s copies of Artemus’s 
Genealogy are highlighted by their discrepancy with his sister’s work.
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Mary’s transcriptions of Artemus’s writings make no mention of a “mission,” Lorenzo Young, or a consultation on temple grounds.₅₁ It seems
improbable that Mary, who was so alert for information about Artemus’s
role in building the temple, would have left out such vital information.
A more plausible explanation is that Joseph Jr. added the information
to his copy. Over time, Joseph Jr.’s copies of the  Genealogy have been
widely accepted as Artemus’s own account, while Mary’s more accurate
transcriptions have been neglected. Thus, during the ﬁrst decades of the
twentieth century, the primary sources for Millet’s conversion and his call
to Kirtland were expanded and blended through a gradual process of
transmission and transcription. The addition of detail often contradicts
what Artemus himself wrote, and the twenty-month conversion process he
describes has been compressed into a single occasion in which he learned
of the Church, was baptized, was called to Kirtland, and left immediately to
fulﬁll his calling. The gradual distillation of detail that eventually occupied
a century was by no means nefarious. Over time, the well-intended acts of
retelling and recopying the story resulted in a compressed story that has
been widely circulated in histories of the Church in Kirtland.
The Youngs: Missions, Mormonism, and the Kirtland Temple
The history of Artemus Millet’s conversion is intertwined with the
conversion and missionary activities of the Young brothers. Revolutionary
War veteran John Young and Abigail (Nabby) Howe raised eleven children,
four of whom—Joseph, Phineas, Brigham, and Lorenzo (ﬁg. )—would be
directly involved in Millet’s conversion and his work in Kirtland.₅₂ Before
joining the Church, the Young brothers had each accepted Reformed
Methodism. Brigham noted that by  he had become “serious and religiously inclined.”₅₃ In , Phineas received his license to preach Methodism publicly.₅₄ In , the Young family (which had been separated by
children marrying and moving away) began to settle in Mendon County,
New York. They worked together, “opened a house for preaching,” and
fanned each other’s faith.₅₅ But they yearned to know more. Joseph wrote,
“I was anxious about this period, to know something of the future existence, beyond this mortal life and labored for the knowledge of it incessantly.”₅₆ In , Brigham, Joseph, and Phineas Young each encountered
the Book of Mormon in his own way.₅₇
In August , Joseph and Phineas traveled to Canada to preach
Reformed Methodism in Earnestown, Loborough, and Kingston, although
Phineas “could think of but little except the Book of Mormon.”₅₈ It is possible that Artemus heard the two preach at this time. After returning from
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Fig. . Lorenzo Dow, Brigham, Phineas, Joseph, and John Young, September ,
. Before converting to the Church, the Youngs belonged to the Reformed
Methodist Church. With the exception of John, all of the Young brothers ﬁgure
prominently in the stories and accounts of Artemus Millet’s conversion to the
Church and call to Kirtland. Photograph by Charles R. Savage.

Canada, the Young brothers visited an organized branch of the Church in
Columbia, Pennsylvania, where Phineas was baptized on April , , and
Joseph, the next day.₅₉ A little over a week later, in Mendon, Brigham was
also baptized.₆₀
During summer , the Young brothers set out to preach their newfound faith. Brigham and Joseph went ﬁrst to surrounding areas, preaching
the gospel in Genesee, Avon, and Lyonstown, New York.₆₁ Later that summer, while Brigham remained in New York, Joseph and Phineas set out on
their familiar preaching circuits in New York and Canada.₆₂ They arrived
in Earnestown just as the annual Methodist Reformed Church conference
was coming to a close. Phineas had preached at the conference the previous
year as a Methodist circuit preacher and was acquainted with most of the
participants. Joseph and Phineas attended the Methodist meeting on the
Sabbath, at the close of which Phineas “begged the privilege of preaching
in their meeting-house at ﬁve the same evening, which they very reluctantly granted.”₆₃ That ﬁrst meeting was the start of a successful six-week
stay:
Here thousands ﬂocked to hear the strange news; even so that the houses
could not contain the multitude, and we had to repair to the groves.
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Hundreds were searching the scriptures to see if these things were so.
Many were partly convinced, and some were wholly, so, when we left.₆₄

During this visit, the ﬁrst branch in Canada was established at
Earnestown.₆₅ Although the missionaries do not speciﬁcally mention
administrations to the sick, it was possible during their visit that Artemus
was healed and received a testimony of the gospel.₆₆
The Youngs in Kirtland. After a successful summer of preaching,
Joseph Young joined Brigham and their friend Heber C. Kimball and set
out for Kirtland, where they visited with the Prophet. According to
Brigham, the trio left for Kirtland in September  and returned home in
October.₆₇ However, Joseph Smith remembered the visit as being “about
the th of November.”₆₈ In either case, the visit has been much heralded, as
it was the ﬁrst meeting of Joseph Smith and Brigham Young, the ﬁrst time
the Prophet heard the gift of tongues, and the occasion for a prophecy that
Brigham would one day preside over the Church.₆₉ This visit is also signiﬁcant to the Artemus Millet story because it was the only time that the
Youngs and Joseph Smith were in Kirtland together before Millet’s baptism.
Thus, it is the only time when a consultation between the Prophet and any
of the Young brothers about temple construction could have occurred.
The Youngs stayed in Kirtland for “about one week,” but surviving
accounts of their visit mention little about discussions they had with the
Prophet. Brigham noted that they “held meetings nearly every night” and
“conversed together upon the things of the kingdom” and that “the blessings of the Lord were extensively upon us.”₇₀ Heber C. Kimball called the
visit “a precious season.”₇₁ Joseph Smith mentioned only Brigham’s manifestation of the gift of tongues,₇₂ and Joseph Young’s account does not
mention the visit at all.₇₃
The existing sources are vague in their descriptions of discussion content during the Youngs’ visit. None of them mention a charge to baptize the
prospective supervisor of a temple construction project. There are additional circumstances, however, that can help establish the probability or
improbability of such a discussion.
The Lack of Temple-Building Plans in Fall . The ﬁrst question is
whether the Prophet was thinking about building a temple in Kirtland in
fall . Temples are mentioned in the Book of Mormon and in revelations
from at least December .₇₄ In January , when the Saints were commanded to gather in Ohio they were told by the Lord that “there I will give
unto you my law; and there you shall be endowed with power from on high”
(D&C :).₇₅ On September  and , , Joseph Smith received a revelation directing that the city New Jerusalem should be built “beginning at
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the temple lot, which is appointed by the ﬁnger of the Lord, in the western
boundaries of the State of Missouri” (D&C :).₇₆
These references may suggest that the Prophet was actively making
speciﬁc arrangements for temple construction in Kirtland in November
. However, the command to build a temple in Kirtland was given to the
Prophet on December , , when he was instructed to “establish a
house, even a house of prayer, a house of fasting, a house of faith, a house of
learning, a house of glory, a house of order, a house of God” (D&C :).₇₇
This was at least one month after Brigham and Joseph Young left Kirtland.
But even this revelation may not have motivated the Prophet to seek
out a supervisor for the project; six months later, in June , the Lord
rebuked the Saints for their tardiness and neglect in constructing the
temple.₇₈ Elder James E. Talmage connected this delay to the September
 revelation to build a temple in Independence, writing that “perhaps
because their eyes were directed too steadily toward the ‘center place,’
and because the people were prone to contemplate too absorbedly the
glory of the future to the neglect of then present duties, compliance with
the requirement to proceed at once with the erection of a temple was not
prompt.”₇₉ Whatever the reason for delay, it appears unlikely that Joseph
Smith was concerned with details of an imminent construction project in
Kirtland in early November .
Brigham Young’s  Missions to Canada. After their visit in Kirtland, Brigham and Joseph Young headed home to New York and began
preparations for a mission to Canada. Taking advantage of improved travel
conditions, the Youngs crossed over to Kingston in late December .
Brigham records that they preached for “about one month,” baptizing
forty-ﬁve people and establishing the West Loughborough Branch, among
others.₈₀ Though Brigham Young does not speciﬁcally mention baptizing
Millet, his account corroborates Artemus’s recollection that he was baptized in January .₈₁ In February , Brigham and Joseph Young
returned home to Mendon, New York, where Brigham joined Heber C.
Kimball and preached “in the neighboring country.” Brigham returned to
Canada again in April.₈₂ On the way, Brigham visited Lyonstown, Theresa,
and Indian River Falls and preached in Ogdensburgh, Kingston,
Earnestown, and West Loughborough. He did not return to Kirtland until
July .₈₃
Commencement of Work on the Kirtland Temple. While Brigham
was away preaching, work began on the Kirtland Temple. On May , , a
conference was held “to take into consideration the necessity of building a
schoolhouse, for the accommodation of the Elders, who should come
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together to receive instruction preparatory for their missions, and ministry.” Hyrum Smith, Jared Carter, and Reynolds Cahoon were appointed to
form a building committee to raise funds for the project.₈₄ Two days later,
the Prophet received a revelation commanding the Saints to lay out a stake
in Kirtland, “beginning at my house.” The revelation speciﬁed the dimensions of the building and conﬁrmed the selected building committee
(D&C :, –).
Despite these organizational advances, physical work on the temple
did not commence until June . On June , the Lord chastised the Saints,
“for ye have sinned against me a very grievous sin, in that ye have not considered the great commandment in all things, that I have given you concerning the building of my house” (D&C :). The Lord repeated the
dimensions and revealed that the house would be used both as a place of
worship and as a meeting place for the School of the Prophets (D&C ).
That very day, the building committee sent out a circular letter
requesting that all of the Saints “make every possible exertion to aid temporally, as well as spiritually, in this great work that the Lord is beginning,
and is about to accomplish.”₈₅ The temple site was formally selected,₈₆ and,
on June , Hyrum Smith and Reynolds Cahoon broke ground and began
digging the foundation trenches, while George A. Smith hauled the ﬁrst
load of stone from the quarry.₈₇ The following day a conference was held to
counsel the building committee, and it was agreed that the committee
should proceed “immediately to commence building the house; or to
obtaining materials, stone, brick, lumber, etc., for the same.”₈₈
Summer  was a time of increased action toward building the
temple. Artemus’s account ﬁts squarely into this setting, as he recalls that
“in the Summer Br[other] Hyrum Smith wrote to me that it was the will of
the Lord that I should go and work on the Temple in Kirtland.”₈₉ Brigham
Young returned to Kirtland in July , perhaps providing the opportunity
for a consultation and a decision to invite Millet to Kirtland.₉₀ It seems
appropriate that the building committee would contact Millet and that
they would do so at this time.
Unfortunately, the letter from Hyrum Smith appears to have been lost.
Perhaps it was among the genealogical papers that Artemus lost between
 and  or among the papers burned in . If someday discovered,
this letter could shed light on Artemus’s version of the story. It could have
been written as a follow up to Brigham Young’s January  visit or as an
introduction and invitation to Millet. Or it could tell a diﬀerent story altogether. Hyrum Smith’s diary makes no mention of his letter writing, and, as
far as known records show, neither Jared Carter nor Reynolds Cahoon kept
a diary during summer .₉₁
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Work on the temple steadily progressed throughout summer .
Brigham Young arrived ten days before the cornerstones were laid on July ,
, but Millet’s name is not mentioned in connection with any of the
temple-building events that summer.₉₂ As fall approached, work slowed
and was eventually suspended. On October , , the Prophet left on a
mission to Canada; ﬁve days later it was decided that “the building of the
Temple should be discontinued during the winter for want of materials”
and that preparations should be made to recommence in the spring.₉₃
Artemus must have arrived in Kirtland after October , for he recalls that
“When I went the work was suspended, and I returned [to Canada,] sold
out on credit and took my family in April  to Kirtland.”₉₄
Uncertainties and Aﬃrmations
This analysis has identiﬁed several key elements concerning the ofttold story of Artemus Millet’s conversion and subsequent call to Kirtland.
First and foremost, Millet asserts that his baptism did not occur upon his
ﬁrst exposure to the gospel. His witness came after a priesthood manifestation in August , and he was baptized by Brigham Young in January .
Secondly, the command to build a temple in Kirtland came one month
after Brigham Young left Kirtland, and the exact site for the temple was not
selected until four months after Millet was baptized. Third, it is appropriate for Millet’s call to work on the project to have come through the
building committee, the established channel for such an assignment.
Fourth, it is apparent that Lorenzo Young was not involved in Millet’s initial call to Kirtland.
The Ambiguity of the Thousand Dollar Contribution. One ambiguous element of this story is that Artemus brought one thousand dollars
with him to Kirtland. Artemus does not mention the thousand dollars, and
the only source for the story is his son Joseph. This detail is diﬃcult to verify as there was no “accounts receivable” record book in Kirtland.₉₅ On
March , , Joseph Smith blessed Reynolds Cahoon, Jacob Bump, and
Artemus Millet “with the blessings of heaven and a right in the house of
the Lord in Kirtland, agreeable to the labor they had performed thereon,
and the means they had contributed.”₉₆ The “means” contributed by Millet and the others could refer to a monetary donation or to labor, tools, or
a substantial contribution of time. Whether it refers speciﬁcally to a onethousand-dollar donation is diﬃcult to determine.
Outside of family sources, Millet is not usually mentioned in lists of
temple donors.₉₇ While there is no record of a one-thousand-dollar contribution by Millet, there is a reference to Artemus Millet and Lorenzo Young
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receiving one thousand dollars for their work on the exterior of the
temple.₉₈ At ﬁrst glance, it seems strange that Millet might have contributed the sum only to be paid it in return. On the other hand, this scenario is possible because the early period of construction occurred during
a period of ﬁnancial strain when money was desperately needed. Two years
later, when the exterior work was contracted and completed, the Church
would have had suﬃcient means to repay a loan of one thousand dollars.
Primary Sources Considered. While several elements of the story
remain uncertain, it is important to distinguish the story’s elements from
its sources. There is evidence that corroborates Artemus’s account, and circumstances that draw the account attributed to Joseph Millet Sr. into question. However, there is no evidence that suggests that Artemus’s account
can be exclusively aﬃrmed or that Joseph’s should be entirely dismissed. It
is signiﬁcant, however, that the existing account by Artemus, as well as
those of Brigham and Joseph Young, do not mention an extraordinary call
or a singular conversion, call, and departure-for-Kirtland event.
Having examined the uncertain elements of Millet’s history, we conclude by asserting that there is much about the life of Artemus Millet that
can be historically and faithfully aﬃrmed. We have carefully examined his
call to Kirtland, focusing on the period from  to , and showed that
the best source for this period is, in fact, Millet’s own account. It is certain
that he accepted the gospel and was baptized by Brigham Young. His testimony and commitment are amply demonstrated by his willingness to take
his family to Kirtland to assist in the Lord’s work. Likewise, it is well established that he played a signiﬁcant role in building the Kirtland Temple.
In March , when the Prophet praised all “who had distinguished
themselves thus far by consecrating to the upbuilding of the House of the
Lord, as well as laboring thereon,” Millet was among those honored. Sidney
Rigdon was “appointed to lay on hands and bestow blessings in the name
of the Lord,” and Artemus was one of the number “who were blessed in
consequence of their labor on the house of the Lord in Kirtland.”₉₉
Perhaps the greatest lesson to be learned from the life of Artemus Millet is that he accepted the gospel and lived faithful to its teachings throughout
his life. The years in Kirtland were ﬁlled with apostasy and disillusionment,
spiritual maladies that aﬄicted even the highest councils of the Church. It
is discouraging that those who stood with the Prophet and experienced
miraculous manifestations of divine power could fall away. At the same
time, it is inspiring that Artemus Millet and so many others could withstand such turbulent times. In truth, the history of the Church is not simply about great men and women and their miraculous experiences; it is
also the history of ordinary people who accept the gospel with uncommon
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steadfastness and remain faithful in upholding the kingdom of God
throughout their lives.₁₀₀
Artemus Millet not only followed the Prophet Joseph by moving to
Kirtland and Nauvoo, but he also followed Joseph’s successor, Brigham
Young, to Salt Lake City and obeyed Brigham’s call to settle in Dixie. Artemus remained faithful throughout his life and lived to be eighty-four years
old. He “passed Peacefully away” on November , , “with a satisﬁed
expression on his face.” Millet’s grandson noted that Artemus had died
“clean from any bad habits or profane language or foul expressions, prepared to meet those loved ones who had preceded him on that Journey in
early life, and to meet the Prophets and apostles he had been so intimitely
associated with.”₁₀₁ The story of Artemus Millet is the story of a life frequently spared and faithfully lived.
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. Artemus Millet’s name has appeared with various spellings, but we have
spelled it in the text of this article as he wrote it in his  account of his life. This
account is catalogued as Artemus Millett, “Reminiscences,” [ca. ], holograph, ,
Church Archives, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Salt Lake City.
This document is printed in full as an appendix to this article.
. The earliest published account of the story is in George Francis Millett,
Ancestors and Descendants of Thomas Millett from Chertsey, Surreyshire, England to
Dorchester, Massachusetts. And His Wife Mary Greenoway (Mesa, Ariz.: By the
author, ), –. See also Daniel G. Millett, “The Temple Builder,” Church
News, published by Deseret News, August , , ; Eugene England, “Brigham
Young as a Missionary,” New Era  (November ): –; Laurel B. Andrew, The
Early Temples of the Mormons: The Architecture of the Millennial Kingdom in the
American West (Albany: State University of New York Press, ), ; Milton V.
Backman Jr., The Heavens Resound: A History of the Latter-day Saints in Ohio,
– (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, ), –; Roger D. Launius, The Kirtland Temple: A Historical Narrative (Independence, Mo.: Herald Publishing
House, ), ; Karl Ricks Anderson, Joseph Smith’s Kirtland: Eyewitness Accounts
(Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, ), –; Truman G. Madsen, Joseph Smith: The
Prophet (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, ), ; C. Mark Hamilton, NineteenthCentury Mormon Architecture and City Planning (New York: Oxford University
Press, ), ; Elwin Clark Robison, The First Mormon Temple: Design, Construction,
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and Historic Context of the Kirtland Temple (Provo, Utah: Brigham Young University Press, ), , ; Craig K. Manscill, “Artemus Millet,” in Encyclopedia of
Latter-day Saint History, ed. Arnold K. Garr, Donald Q. Cannon, and Richard O.
Cowan (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, ), –; and Church History in the Fulness of Times: The History of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, d ed.
(Salt Lake City: The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, ), .
. The most extensive treatment of Artemus Millet’s work on the Kirtland
Temple is Robison, First Mormon Temple, –. Robison draws from Millet’s
accounts to recreate a detailed, though at times somewhat speculative, story. He
notes the discrepancies among sources, but a thorough examination of primary
and family sources fell outside the range of his history. There are many parts of
Millet’s life that deserve a more complete analysis, such as his career in Canada,
his work in Ohio after the completion of the Kirtland Temple, the gathering of his
children to Nauvoo, and his work on the Nauvoo Temple and building projects in
Utah. Nevertheless, they are beyond the scope of this article.
. Artemus’s grandson explained, “Grand Fathers records were distroyed
(burned) in Scipio, just after his death, by a woman who went to help clean up
the house. Aunt Anna (as we called her[)], tried to stop her, but spoke too late. The
ﬂames had devoured them.” Joseph Millet [Jr.], “J. Millet on C[ape] B[reton]
Island, ,” microﬁlm of holograph, , Church Archives. There is also a copy of
part of it with variations in the M. Wilford Poulson Collection, L. Tom Perry Special Collections, Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah
(hereafter cited as Perry Special Collections). “Aunt Anna” was Artemus’s wife
Ann Stout.
. See Artemus Millett, “Reminiscences.”
. Artemus Millet’s  Reminiscence is the primary source for his life story,
as it is both his only remaining holograph as well as the only original source among
family records. In addition to the original, there are several copies archived in various repositories. Artemus Millet’s granddaughter Mary J. Millett Cox made at least
three transcriptions. The ﬁrst transcription, made on July , , is found in
Joseph Millet [Sr.], “Record Book” [ca. –], holograph, –, Church
Archives. The second transcription, made on October –, , is in Joseph Millet [Sr.], “Record Book,” –. The third transcription, made on April , , is in
Artemus Millett, “Reminiscences,” along with Artemus’s holograph. In addition to
the transcripts of the original, Cox made at least two typescripts of the third transcription. The ﬁrst typescript, made on July , , is ﬁled as Artemus Millett,
“Autobiographical Sketches,” holograph, Church Archives. The second typescript,
made in September , was sent to her cousin George Francis Millett and later
archived as Artemus Millett, “Autobiographies, –,” Perry Special Collections. This second typescript was also published by George Millett in , in
Ancestors and Descendants of Thomas Millett, –. On the transcription Cox
provided to George Millett in September , she stated that she no longer knew
where the original was. Because of the signiﬁcance of the  Reminiscence and
because various errors crept in throughout the copying process, we include an
analysis of the original as an appendix to this article.
. Artemus Millet’s  Genealogy was recorded by William Faucett in a
“High Priest’s Record” book in Spring Valley, Nevada, on February , . The “High
Priest’s Record” cannot be located, but a copy was made by Rosa Jarvis in
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St. George, Utah, on December , . The Jarvis copy is also missing, but Cox
made at least two transcriptions of it. One undated copy is cataloged with Artemus
Millett, “Reminiscences” and another made between October  and February
 is in Joseph Millet [Sr.], “Record Book,” –. Cox also made two typescripts.
One dated September , , is in Church Archives (Artemus Millett, “Autobiographical Sketches,” typescript, Church Archives). The other she sent to George Millett in September . It is now catalogued with the reminiscences in Artemus
Millett, “Autobiographies, –,” Perry Special Collections.
Working independently of Mary, her brother Joseph Millet Jr. made two transcriptions of the  Genealogy, which both appear in Joseph Millet [Jr.], “J. Millet on C[ape] B[reton] Island,” pages – and – respectively. The ﬁrst
transcription was made on March , , while the second is undated and has no
name. The second transcription, on pages –, has also been duplicated and is
catalogued as Millet Family, “Papers” [–], microﬁlm of holograph,
Church Archives. There are several signiﬁcant discrepancies between Mary’s and
Joseph Jr.’s copies that will be discussed in greater detail. These sources collectively
are what we call  Genealogy.
. Although various spellings have been printed, we have choosen to spell the
town’s name “Earnestown.”
. Susanna was born October , , in Earnestown. See Joseph Millet Jr.,
“Joseph Millett on C[ape] B[reton] Island,” .

. Artemus Millett, “Reminiscences,” –.
. Artemus Millett, “Reminiscences,” . The Mary J. M. Cox typescript gives
the impression that Artemus became ill in  and that his manifestation occurred
in . See the accompanying documentary analysis for more information.
. Artemus Millett, “Reminiscences,” .
. Artemus Millett, “Reminiscences,” –. In July , Brigham Young and
William E. McLellin visited Brother Millet in Canada on their way to the British
Isles. See The Journals of William E. McLellin, ed. Jan Shipps and John W. Welch
(Provo, Utah: Brigham Young University, ), .
. Artemus Millett, “Reminiscences,” . See also Dean C. Jessee, ed., The
Papers of Joseph Smith,  vols. (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, –), :.
Mary J. M. Cox recalled hearing her father and brother say that, during the course
of construction, Artemus also fell oﬀ the top of the Kirtland Temple and broke his
shoulder blade. See Joseph Millet [Sr.], “Record Book,” .
. Artemus Millett, “Reminiscences,” .
. See Artemus Millet,  Genealogy.
. Artemus Millett, “Reminiscences,” .
. Joseph Millet [Sr.], “Record Book,” .
. Mary J. M. Cox, daughter of Joseph Millet Sr., copied the statement from
her father’s papers into his “Record Book.” Joseph Millet Sr. began the “Record
Book” in Cedar City, Utah, on January , , when he was seventy-ﬁve years old.
He copied information about the Millet family beginning from , but, by the
time he died in , he had ﬁlled only twenty-one pages, ending with the history
of Artemus’s father, Ebenezer. Cox continued the work, beginning with the life of
Artemus Millet. After making a copy in the “Record Book,” Cox made a more polished copy that is catalogued as Joseph Millet [Sr.], “Statement regarding Artemus
Millet,” [undated], holograph, Church Archives. Both copies, though catalogued
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under Joseph Millet Sr.’s name, were made and signed by Cox. The statement ﬁrst
appeared in print in George Millett, Ancestors and Descendants of Thomas Millett,
–. Since Cox sent George copies of Artemus’s  Reminiscence and 
Genealogy, it is likely that she also supplied him with a copy of Joseph’s statement.
. Biographical information about Joseph Millet Sr. is taken from copies of
his diary. Like nearly all of the other sources for this article, Joseph’s diary has not
been preserved in his own hand. Mary Cox made a copy in Joseph Millet [Sr.],
“Record Book,” –, between November  and August , and Joseph Millet Jr. made a copy in “J. Millet on C[ape] B[reton] Island.” Portions of an unidentiﬁed copy of the diary were published in Eugene England, “Without Purse or
Scrip: A -Year-Old Missionary in ,” New Era  (July ): –. Because all
of the copies have diﬀerent pagination, we refer to them collectively simply as
Joseph Millet Sr., Diary, with no page numbers given.
. For information on Sarah Elizabeth Glines, see Pioneer Women of Faith and
Fortitude,  vols. (Salt Lake City: Daughters of Utah Pioneers, ), :.
. One of Joseph Sr.’s experiences in helping a man named Newton Hall in
answer to Brother Hall’s prayer has been shared once by Elder Boyd K. Packer and
twice by President Thomas S. Monson in general conference. See Boyd K. Packer,
“A Tribute to the Rank and File of the Church,” Ensign  (May ): ;
Thomas S. Monson, “The Service That Counts,” Ensign  (November ): ;
and Thomas S. Monson, “Gifts,” Ensign  (May ): .
. See Joseph Millet Sr., Diary.
. Sadly, Joseph Sr. did not have all the facts of his own history. Among the
genealogical records lost by Artemus between  and  was the exact date of
Joseph’s birth, and Joseph never knew if he was born on December ,  or .
Joseph Millet Sr., Diary.
. Father and son and their families moved together to Dixie (), Spring
Valley (), and Scipio ().
. Joseph Millet Sr., Diary, as copied in Joseph Millet [Jr.], “J. Millet on
C[ape] B[reton] Island,” .
. Wilford Woodruﬀ, Wilford Woodruﬀ’s Journal, –, Typescript,
ed. Scott G. Kenney,  vols. (Midvale, Utah: Signature Books, –), :,
April , .
. Joseph Millet [Sr.], “Record Book,” .
. Joseph Millet Sr., Diary. Joseph does not give the month of his arrival in
, but he states that he left in March .
. Joseph Millet Sr., Diary.
. A copy of Brigham Young’s letter to Joseph Millet is found at the end of
Millet Family, “Papers.”
. “Lorenzo Dow Young’s Narrative,” in Fragments of Experience, Sixth Book
of the Faith Promoting Series (Salt Lake City: Juvenile Instructor Oﬃce, ), .
. “Lorenzo Dow Young’s Narrative,” .
. Artemus Millet’s name is given in James A. Little, “Biography of Lorenzo
Dow Young,” Utah Historical Quarterly  (): . Neither “Lorenzo Dow
Young’s Narrative” nor the “Biography” gives a date for the meeting, but it is
recorded between events dated March , , and November , . Brigham
Young gave his brother’s history in “History of Brigham Young,” Millennial Star 
(June , ): –. In , the Utah Historical Quarterly devoted an entire
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volume to Lorenzo Dow Young (vol. ). Celebrating the centennial of Utah settlement, the editors printed both Lorenzo’s biography (–) and his diary (–).
The biography was written by Lorenzo Young’s nephew James A. Little, who interviewed Lorenzo in the s. While the periodical’s editors noted that the account
is “uncritical, prolix, and naïve” and that Little was less concerned with historical
minutiae than in recording the life of “a saint of the Restored Gospel,” they felt that
because it told a good story and gave signiﬁcant place to women, it deserved
reprinting. Brigham Young and Little tell much the same story, though Little’s
account is oﬀ by a year. Thus, Little records that the Youngs were baptized in ,
instead of , and the error is carried through the discussion of the time period
in question. This discrepancy is perhaps the result of Lorenzo Young’s telling a
story of events that were separated from him by over ﬁfty years.
. See Joseph Smith Jr., History of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints, ed. B. H. Roberts, d ed., rev.,  vols. (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, ),
:– (hereafter cited as History of the Church).
. Artemus Millet died November , , Brigham Young on August ,
, and Joseph Young on July , . Joseph Smith’s History of the Church,
sometimes referred to as the Documentary History of the Church, was published
serially in the Times and Seasons (–) and in the Deseret News (–). It was
not available in its current seven-volume format until . See Howard C. Searle,
“History of the Church (History of Joseph Smith),” in Encyclopedia of Mormonism,
ed. Daniel H. Ludlow,  vols. (New York: Macmillan, ), :–.
. The original letters are in “Statement,  Jun ,” Church Archives.
Included is an interesting note by Elder Franklin D. Richards, dated July , ,
which indicates that Joseph Millet Sr. wanted to obtain the originals but Richards
felt they should be kept in the Historian’s Oﬃce. Copies of the letters are in Millet
Family, “Papers.”
. Lisander Gee to Joseph Millet, July , , in Joseph Millet [Sr.], “Record
Book,” .
. Similar eﬀorts to seek out corroboration continued for another ﬁfty years
as Joseph Millet Jr. and Mary Cox remained alert for opportunities to verify Artemus’s role in building the Kirtland Temple. Joseph Millet Jr. received a January ,
, letter from Benjamin Johnson’s nephew, Nephi Johnson, conﬁrming that he,
too, had heard his uncle mention Artemus in connection with the temple. The letter is included in Millet Family, “Papers.” In , Mary J. M. Cox added her testimony that she had heard older members of the Church talk about the plaster on
the Kirtland Temple. She recorded her witness in Joseph Millet [Sr.], “Record
Book,” .
. In , Noah Webster deﬁned “superintendence” and “superintendency”
as “the act of superintending; care and oversight for the purpose of direction, and
with authority to direct.” An American Dictionary of the English Language (New
York: S. Converse, ). He gives examples that directly link the word to building
or construction projects, although “in some reformed churches” a superintendent
was also “an ecclesiastical superior.” Usage of “superintendence” remained the
same in . William G. Webster and William A. Wheeler, A High-School Dictionary of the English Language, abridged (New York: Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor, ),
. In Brigham Young: American Moses (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, ), ,
Leonard Arrington reported that Brigham Young superintended the “painting and
ﬁnishing of the temple.”
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. Cox recalled that she had sat upon Artemus’s knee “manny a time and he
told me storys and sang me songs.” Joseph Millet [Sr.], “Record Book,” . The
earliest copy made by Cox is the  Reminiscence that appears in Joseph Millet
[Sr.], “Record Book,” –. In this copy, she integrated information, such as that
Joseph Young conﬁrmed Artemus and that Artemus blessed his son Joseph, from
her copy of Artemus’s  Genealogy, other copies noted in note .
. A detailed analysis of Cox’s additions, deletions, and “corrections” to
Artemus’s  Reminiscence is found in the footnotes of the documentary analysis in the accompanying appendix.
. See Mary J. Millett Cox to George F. Millett, July , , a brief note
appended to the typescript copy of Artemus Millet’s reminiscence. The letter is
archived with Artemus Millett, “Autobiographies,” Perry Special Collections.
. Other vital original records that are missing include Artemus’s 
Genealogy, the diary of Joseph Millet Sr., and a statement in his hand regarding his
father’s call to Kirtland.
. See Joseph Millett [Jr.], “Reminiscences and Diary,” [–], microﬁlm
of holograph, Church Archives.
. The ﬁrst attempt, dated March , , is recorded in Joseph Millet [Jr.],
“J. Millet on C[ape] B[reton] Island,” –. Joseph Jr. prefaced his copy with the
aﬃrmation that this was Artemus’s  Genealogy as copied from the missing
“High Priest’s Record” book. However, the blending of facts and accounts is quite
apparent, as this version switches from Artemus telling the story in ﬁrst person to
being addressed in third person and back again. Several crossed out passages and
various parentheses heighten the confusion. The account reads as follows, with
punctuation as in original:
I, Artemus Millet, was Born Sept, , . in the Town of west morland
& county of Cheshire, State of New Hampshire, U.S.A. my Fathers name
was Ebenezer, and my Mothers Name was Catherine Dryden Millet.
when  years of age, I moved with my Parents to the State of Vermont,
and in May .  I Married Miss Ruth Grannis. in . I moved with
my wife to Olney. Oswego Co, N.Y. in . we moved to the Town of
Ernest Upper Canada. And in June <March> <> my wife Ruth died,
leaving seven <six or > children, namely Calista <she died at  years of
age>, Nelson, Emily, Mariah, George Jeﬀerson, and Hyrum. (Artemus
was buisly Engaged at this time doing Contract work for the Brittish
Government, building stone Bridges and Culverts and had a servent Girl
working for them by the name of Susannah Peters, who remained with
them. allso his wifes Mother (Grandma Grannis) and Prior to Ruths
death. She requested Artemus, that, if she died, he would Marry Susannah as She knew She would be good and kind to her children. So Subsequently after her death, it was agreed with “Grandma” Grannis & Susan
that they should get married. Grandma said, “I know of no one I would
rather have to care for Ruths children & take her place than Susannah.”)
and Artemus says: and on the . of February <January>  I married
Susannah Peters. I was Baptized in to the church of Jesus Christ of Laterday Saints by Elder Brigham Young, and conﬁrmed a member by Elder
Joseph Young. (in Canada in <January> .) and Brigham anounced
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that he had a mission for me. That the Prophet Joseph wanted me to go
to Kirtland Ohio and take charge of the mason work on the Temple as
they were going to build a Temple thare. So I closed out my business
thare and in <April> [original numbers scribbled out] <> I moved
to Kirtland Ohio. and worked on the Temple from the laying of the corner Stones, untill the its completion, and I did have the full suprentendincy of the Building. & had charge of the Plastering and cementing of the
Building, both inside and out. (Joseph Millet [Jr.], “J. Millet on C[ape]
B[reton] Island,” )
. The second attempt is in Joseph Millet [Jr.], “J. Millet on C[ape] B[reton]
Island,” –, and is merely a polished version of the account that appears on
pages – of the same source. Furthermore, it has been duplicated and archived
separately as Millet Family, “Papers,” despite being an exact copy. This undated
account reads:
As coppied from his Biography he says: after giving date of birth & etc,
“My Fathers name was Ebeneazer. and my mothers name was Catherine
Dryden Millet. Daughter of Artemus Dryden Esquire when four years of
age I moved with my Parents to the State of Vermont” here they resided
untill . & he says “May .  I married miss Ruth Grannis, & in 
I moved with my wife to olney oswego county N.Y. & in  we moved
to the Town of Ernest upper Canada. & in January  my wife Ruth
died. leaving seven children, namely: Colista, Nelson, Emily, Mariah,
George Geﬀerson & Hyrum Golden Millet.”
Artemus was buisily ingaged at this time in doing contract work for the
Brittish Government, building stone bridges and Culverts, a traded he
had previously learned & became very skillful in. they had a servant girl
working for them by the name of Susannah Peters who was very industrious & trust worthy, and prior to Ruths death she requested Artemus
that if she died for him to marry Susannah. So conesquently after her
death it was agreed with Ruths mother and Susannah that she should
marry Artemus. “Granma Grannis” said “I know of no one more capable
of takeing care of Ruths Children than Susannah. So Artemus says, “on
the th of february  I married Susanah Peters. I was Baptised in to the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints by Elder Brigham Young and
conﬁrmed a member by Elder Joseph Young. in Canada.” & Previous to
this, Artemus new nothing of this Church but Brigham Young was given
a special mission to go to Canada and baptise bro, Artemus Millet “by the
Prophet Joseph Smith.” which call resulted from a consultation held at
Kirtland respecting the building of the Tempel there, and as to who they
could get that was capable of taking charge of the work. When Elder
Lorenzo Young exclaimed to the Prophet “I know the very man who is
capable of doing this work.” “who is he?” asked the Prophet. “Lorenzo
replied “it is Artemus Millet!” The Prophet turned to Brigham and said
“I give you a mission to go to Canada and Baptise Brother Artemus Millet, and bring him here. tell him to bring a thousand dollars with him.
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Artemus was mutch surprised when Brigham announced his mission to
him and asked “what kind of a Church is that ?” then Brigham explained
the Principles of the Gospil to him and he accepted and was Baptised <in
> and after this ordinance was Performed Brigham informed that he
had a mission for him. what is it? asked Artemus. and Brigham replied
that the Prophet Joseph wants you to go to Kirtland Ohio and take charge
of the construction work of a Temple they are going to build there. Artemus had  scotch masons working under him at the time, and he turned
the work over to them to ﬁnnish, left his family in Canada and went to
Kirtland, met the Prophet & Patriarch and others of the athoraties and
amediately work began on the Temple. Artemus helped in the selection
of the stone for the building, located a suitable querry of stone, which
when ﬁrst taken from the ground was soft and easy to work so they
hewed it out with axes, and piled the rock up to dry in the sun & harden.
after which they were put into the building. after getting the work well
under way Artemus left the work in charge of Jacob Bump and Renolds
Kahoon and returned to Canada “for my family” & says “I settled up my
buisness in Canada & in  I moved with my family to Kirtland Ohio.
and worked on the Temple from the laying of the foundation to its compleetion. and I did have the full suprentency of the building, and Plastering both inside and aut and I did invent the cement & plaster that was put
on that building and suprentendid the mixing of the ingrediences, and
was assisted in this labor by Jacobump, Reynolds Kahoon and many
others a young man by the name of Carr did mutch of the inside plastering with Jacob Bump while I did the plastering outside. I was ordained an
Elder and Received my Endowments in this Holy Temple after it had
been dedicated ap or opened for that purpose.
It is quite evident that this account is a composite of Artemus Millet’s  Reminiscences, Artemus Millet’s  Genealogy, the statement attributed to Joseph
Millet Sr., the letters of aﬃdavits, and the “J. Millet on Cape B[reton] Island”
account on pages –.
. Compare with Artemus Millett, “Reminiscences,” .
. Lorenzo’s name appears only in Joseph Millet [Jr.], “J. Millet on C[ape]
B[reton] Island,” –; and Millet Family, “Papers,” –.
. Lorenzo Young was baptized in Mendon, New York, and shortly thereafter
started for Jackson County with his family. They traveled to Olean Point, the head
of navigation on the Alleghany River. There they were joined by Phineas Young
and six other families. The group built some boats and ﬂoated three hundred miles
downriver to Pittsburgh, arriving by at least October . Journal History of the
Church, December , , Church Archives, microﬁlm copy in Harold B. Lee
Library, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. Lorenzo had been ordained an
elder by Phineas, and he began to raise up a branch in Pittsburgh. Journal History
of the Church, December , , . In April , Lorenzo returned to New York
and later brought his father back to Pittsburgh with him. In late summer or early
fall , Lorenzo, Phineas, and their father continued toward Jackson County,
traveling down the Ohio River. Lorenzo’s wife became sick, and the family stopped
indeﬁnitely in Beardstown, Ohio, while Phineas and his father, John Young, went
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on to East Liverpool. Lorenzo later purchased a boat and continued to West
Union, Columbiana County, Ohio, where the family stayed for the winter. See
Brigham Young, “History of Brigham Young,” , –; and Little, “Biography
of Lorenzo Dow Young,” –. This seems to make it impossible for Lorenzo to
have been present in June  when the ﬁrst load of rock was hauled to the temple.
This story is also mentioned in the  “Lorenzo Dow Young’s Narrative,” and
Little, “Biography of Lorenzo Dow Young,” –. The earliest mention of
Lorenzo Young in Kirtland in History of the Church is in August  (:).
. Cox’s typescript of Artemus’s  Genealogy reads:
I Artemus Millet was born September , , in the town of
Westmoreland, County of Cheshire, State of New Hampshire. My
father’s name was Ebenezer and my mother’s name was Catherene
Dryden. I moved to Vermont with my parents when four years old. And
in May , , I was married to Ruth Grannis. In  moved to Olney,
Oswego County, New York. In  moved to the town of Earnest, Upper
Canada. My wife died in January, . I married Susanna Peterson th
of Feb., .
I was baptized by Elder Brigham Young and conﬁrmed by Elder
Joseph Young. I moved to Kirtland, Ohio, in . I worked on the
Temple as mason until the work was done. I was then ordained an Elder
and got my endowments. In  I went on a mission with Elder Oliver
Granger and labored in Highland County, Ohio. At the breaking up of
Kirtland I moved back to Canada in . My wife died in .
In April, , I arrived in Nauvoo and in May the same year I married my third wife Elmira Prichard (or Widow Oaks). And in  I was
ordained a High Priest by Noah Packard. I remained in Nauvoo until the
Saints left, . I worked as a mason on the Nauvoo Temple and again
got endowments in the Nauvoo Temple. And from Nauvoo I moved to
Iowa where my third wife died. I then married Mary Hamlet (Widow
Nancy Leamaster) and moved to Council Bluﬀs in . And moved to
Salt Lake City in  and settled by council in Manti, where I acted as
president of the High Council for about ﬁve years. In  I moved to
Gunnison, Sevier Co. In  I married Ann Stout. I volunteered to come
to the Dixie Mission. I settled in Shonesburgh, and I now reside in Spring
Valley, Nevada. (Millet, “Autobiographical Sketches”)
. See Arrington, Brigham Young: American Moses. A good history of the
Young family is found in Leonard J. Arrington, Susan Arrington Madsen, and
Emily Madsen Jones, Mothers of the Prophets, rev. ed. (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft,
), –. Their children were Nancy (born August , ), Fanny (November ,
), Rhoda (September , ), John Jr. (May , ), Nabby (April , ),
Susannah (June , ), Joseph (April , ), Phineas (February , ), Brigham
(June , ), Louisa (September , ), and Lorenzo Dow (October , ).
. Brigham Young, Manuscript History of Brigham Young, –, ed.
Elden Jay Watson (Salt Lake City: Smith Secretarial Service, ), . Brigham
Young gives signiﬁcant detail about the history of his brothers in Brigham Young,
“History of Brigham Young,” which appeared in the Millennial Star in –.
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For a summary of Church Historical Department holdings and a discussion of
Brigham’s personal writings, see Dean C. Jessee, “The Writings of Brigham
Young,” Western Historical Quarterly  (July ): –.
. “Life History of Phineas Howe Young,” Church Archives. Phineas Young’s
history was printed in Brigham Young, “History of Brigham Young,” –,
–, –, –, . John Young Jr. became a licensed preacher in ,
and Rhoda married John P. Greene, also a Methodist circuit preacher. See Young,
“History of Brigham Young,” .
. Brigham Young, “History of Brigham Young,” .
. Joseph Young, “Diary,” –, Perry Special Collections.
. In April , Samuel Smith gave Phineas a copy of the Book of Mormon,
which he read in one week before lending it to his father and his sister Fanny.
Samuel Smith also left a copy at the home of John P. and Rhoda Young Greene.
This copy was read by Brigham Young and introduced to Joseph Young. Phineas
and Joseph met Solomon Chamberlain at Lyons Township, New York, on their
way to Canada in August . Chamberlain told them of the necessity of baptism
into the Church. See Brigham Young, “History of Brigham Young,” , –,
–, .
. Brigham Young, “History of Brigham Young,” . Phineas preached and
defended the enchanting new book, telling people about it as often as permitted.
He records, “I still continued to preach, trying to tie Mormonism to Methodism,
for more than a year, when I found that they had no connection and could not be
united, and that I must leave the one and cleave to the other.” Brigham Young,
“History of Brigham Young,” .
. The Columbia branch had been organized sometime during . See Journal History of the Church, December , , . In fall , Elders Alpheus Giﬀord,
Elial Strong, and others preached in Mendon, New York. Brigham was convinced
at this time by their preaching. By January , Phineas had returned from
Canada, and he, Brigham, and Heber C. Kimball made the trip to Pennsylvania to
see the Church in action. They “spent some time with the few Saints that were
there, and became more and more convinced of the truth of ‘Mormonism.’” They
returned home, “preaching the gospel by the way.” Journal History of the Church,
January , , . Upon their return, Brigham followed his brother Joseph to
Canada and shared the newfound faith with his brother-in-law John P. Greene.
Brigham and Joseph arrived home in New York in March, whereupon Phineas,
Joseph, and John Sr. went to Pennsylvania. See Journal History of the Church,
April , ; Brigham Young, “History of Brigham Young,” –; Brigham
Young, Manuscript History of Brigham Young, –; and Orson F. Whitney, Life of
Heber C. Kimball (Salt Lake City: Stevens and Wallace, ), –.
. See Journal History of the Church, April , ; and Brigham Young,
Manuscript History of Brigham Young, –. Brigham was baptized by Eleazer Miller.
Shortly thereafter, a branch was organized in Mendon.
. They were accompanied by Heber C. Kimball. See Journal History of the
Church, April , ; Brigham Young, Manuscript History of Brigham Young, ;
and Whitney, Life of Heber C. Kimball, –.
. They were accompanied by Eleazer Miller, Elial Strong, Enos Curtis, and
an unidentiﬁed elder. Richard E. Bennett suggests that proximity and ease of travel
encouraged these missionaries to preach in Canada. He also argues that similarities
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between Mormonism and Methodism, as well as well-known preaching routes,
inﬂuenced their choice of preaching sites. Richard E. Bennett, “A Study of The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Upper Canada” (master’s thesis,
Brigham Young University, ). See also Melvin S. Tagg, A History of the Mormon
Church in Canada (Lethbridge, Alberta: Lethbridge Herald, ); Larry C. Porter,
“Beginnings of the Restoration: Canada, An ‘Eﬀectual Door’ to the British Isles,” in
Truth Will Prevail: The Rise of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in the
British Isles, –, ed. V. Ben Bloxam, James R. Moss, and Larry C. Porter (Salt
Lake City: Deseret Book, ), –; Richard E. Bennett, “‘Plucking not Planting:’
Mormonism in Eastern Canada, –,” in The Mormon Presence in Canada,
ed. Brigham Y. Card and others (Logan: Utah State University Press, ), –.
. Journal History of the Church, June , ; Brigham Young, “History of
Brigham Young,” .
. Eleazer Miller and Elial Strong, Journal History of the Church, March ,
, .
. Brigham Young, “History of Brigham Young,” ; Journal History of the
Church, April , ; March , .
. Millet does not give the name of the person who healed him in August
. Nevertheless, he could have met Joseph Young at this time.
. Brigham Young, Manuscript History of Brigham Young, , .
. History of the Church, :.
. Brigham Young, Manuscript History of Brigham Young, –; History of the
Church, :–.
. Brigham Young, “History of Brigham Young,” ; Brigham Young, Manuscript History of Brigham Young, –.
. Whitney, Life of Heber C. Kimball, .
. See History of the Church, :–. Joseph Smith’s “Ohio Journal” began
after this visit on November , . Unfortunately, there is a gap in the journal
from December , , to October , , making it diﬃcult to obtain Joseph
Smith’s perspective on the Millet story. Jessee, Papers of Joseph Smith, :–.
. Joseph Young’s diary passes over the trip to Kirtland. He mentions his
baptism in April  and then jumps to his role in preaching to healing and baptizing his brother John Jr. See Joseph Young, Diary.
. Nephi built a temple in the land of Nephi ( Ne. :), King Benjamin
taught at a temple in Zarahemla (Mosiah :; :, –), and Jesus Christ appeared
at a temple in Bountiful ( Ne. :). Doctrine & Covenants : was received in
December  (History of the Church, :). In February , the Prophet was
instructed to purchase lands for a temple in Jackson County, which land he dedicated on August , . See Doctrine and Covenants :–; :–; History of the
Church, :–, :–, .
. Doctrine and Covenants section  was received January , . See also
History of the Church, :–.
. See also History of the Church, :–.
. See also History of the Church, :–; and Boyd K. Packer, The Holy
Temple (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, ), . The most recent authorized history
states that on this day “the Saints ﬁrst learned of the Lord’s command to build a
temple.” Our Heritage: A Brief History of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
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Saints (Salt Lake City: The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, ), .
See also Church History in the Fullness of Times, ; Richard O. Cowan, Temples to
Dot the Earth (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, ), chapter , page –; Anderson,
Joseph Smith’s Kirtland, . Allen and Leonard accept the date but also recognize
the promise of Doctrine and Covenants . Allen and Leonard, Story of the Latterday Saints, –.
. The rebuke, recorded in Doctrine and Covenants , was received June ,
. History of the Church, :–. An important function of this house was its
designation as the meeting place for the School of the Prophets. The Saints ﬁrst
mobilized toward the establishment of this school to the neglect of the construction of the house.
. James E. Talmage, The House of the Lord (Salt Lake City: The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, ), . See especially the ﬁrst half of chapter ,
“Modern Day Temples—the Temples at Kirtland and Nauvoo,” pages –. Talmage was not the only early Church historian to recognize the cause of this delay.
Joseph Fielding Smith links Doctrine and Covenants  exclusively with the School
of the Prophets in Essentials in Church History (Salt Lake City: Deseret News Press,
), –. B. H. Roberts dates the “ﬁrst steps” of the temple construction as
May , . B. H. Roberts, A Comprehensive History of The Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints, Century One,  vols. (Provo, Utah: Corporation of the President, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, ), :.
. Brigham Young, Manuscript History of Brigham Young, . Millet’s branch
in West Loughborough had about twenty members.
. On other occasions, Brigham Young did mention the names of people he
baptized and converts who traveled with him. See Brigham Young, “History of
Brigham Young,” . Artemus Millet could not have been baptized in January
, since he certainly could not have been baptized before Brigham Young.
. Brigham Young, Manuscript History of Brigham Young, .
. Brigham Young, Manuscript History of Brigham Young, .
. History of the Church, :–.
. History of the Church, :–.
. See Robison, First Mormon Temple, . Robison has compiled a useful
documented chronology of the Kirtland Temple in his appendix, –.
. See History of the Church, :. Journal History of the Church, June , ,
states that Joseph and Hyrum Smith, Brigham and Lorenzo Young, and Reynolds
Cahoon assisted in hauling rock to the temple site. However, both History of the
Church, :, and Brigham Young, Manuscript History of Brigham Young, ,
show that Brigham was in Canada at the time and did not return to Kirtland
until July. Journal History of the Church, July , , , also records his return
on July , .
. History of the Church, :–; Journal History of the Church, June , .
. Artemus Millett, “Reminiscences,” .
. In the Daughters of Utah Pioneers Library in Salt Lake City, there are
twelve diﬀerent histories of Artemus Millet's life submitted by various descendants, the most recent submitted in . Millet's great granddaughter, Mary
Delilah Millet Davis (–), oldest child of Alma Millet Jr., prepared a history
of Artemus Millet in  and states that the consultation occurred after the July
 cornerstone laying.
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. Hyrum Smith, “Diary,” [December –February ], typescript,
Church Archives; Jared Carter, “Journal,” [January –January ], holograph, Church Archives; Reynolds Cahoon, “Diary,” [–], holograph,
Church Archives.
. See Journal History of the Church, July , ; and History of the Church,
:. See also Journal History of the Church, June–August .
. See Journal History of the Church, October , .
. Artemus Millett, “Reminiscences,” .
. Robison pointed out that the practice of the united order, the common
exchange of goods at the Prophet’s store, and poor documentation complicate
attempts to sort out where temple ﬁnancing actually came from. Robison, First
Mormon Temple, –.
. History of the Church, :.
. John Tanner and Vienna Jacques are frequently mentioned. See Anderson,
Joseph Smith’s Kirtland, –; Launius, Kirtland Temple, –; and Robison, First
Mormon Temple, . Robison and Anderson mention Artemus Millet, but
only Robison clariﬁes that family sources are the only ones that indicate Artemus’s donation.
. Jessee, Papers of Joseph Smith, :; :.
. History of the Church, :–. Artemus Millet received the blessing along
with Jacob Bump and the building committee—Hyrum Smith, Reynolds
Cahoon, and Jared Carter. This reference to Millet in Kirtland in March  is
further evidence in contradiction of Lorenzo Young’s claim that he picked Millet
up in November . Ironically, Lorenzo Young was also among those blessed on
this occasion.
. While relating an experience about Joseph Millet Sr., Elder Boyd K.
Packer commented that “whenever we seek for true testimony we come, ﬁnally, to
ordinary men and women and children.” Packer, “Tribute to the Rank and File of
the Church,” .
. Joseph Millet [Jr.], “J. Millet on C[ape] B[reton] Island,” .

